
BRAIN UNION GROUP 3

A SUCCESSFUL LESSON



INTRODUCTION

 Italian group

 Lithuanian group

 German group

 Polish group

SUMMARY



ITALIAN GROUP

NOW

 Monday-Saturday / 8:00-13:30 (4 days)

8:00-13:00 (2                              days)

 Lessons in the same classroom

 Gymnastics hours impronted on volleyball inside 
the gym

 Lessons not always clear

 By now, a slightest part of our lessons is 
charaterised by the use of technology

DREAM

 Monday-Friday + on Saturday optional lessons

 Lessons in the same classroom but with 

different methodologies and activities

 Try new sports also outside (when weather is 

good)

 Lessons more involving

 Use more technologies (tablet for each other)



LITHUANIAN GROUP

 monday-friday/ 8:00-ca. 15:00

 10 min. Break between lessons

 twotimes 20 min. Long break

 Sometimes using smarphone, computer,…

 Normally lessons are in classrooms (specific rooms for sciences)

 When the weather is good the lessons are outside

 Teacher show stuff on smart boards

 Some lessons are boring

 Lessons are interesting, useful and involving

 Have lessons where we have to work in groups



GERMAN GROUP

NOW 

 Monday-Friday / 8 -13.25 o‘clock

 6 lessons of 45 min (double periods)

 2 breaks of 20 min and 5 min breaks in between

 Specific rooms for a few subjects like sciences etc. 

 In general we have very good teachers

 Students usually participate in class

 Everbody is tired

 Some teachers don‘t want to use technology at school

 Our school offers many activities in the afternoon

DREAM 

 School starts at 9(more sleep good concentration )

 Pupils and teachers have to be motivated

 Examples to understand the stuff

 You can control what you want to do as your homework
(list with homework)

 Tasks to prepare by ourselves

 Good seating arrangement

 Different ways of teaching (games, kahoot, books, 
internet etc.)

 Learning support

 The pupils can decide when they want to have their 5-10 
minutes break



POLISH GROUP

1. Leaving the classroom satisfied - feeling that you have learnt something

2. Lessons should be interesting and fun. You can ask questions at any time and aren't afraid to 
do it. Good atmosphere in class - everyone respects everyone else

3. Using visual aids and extra material not only the textbook. Having a chance to use technology. 
Having classes outside the classroom - in the lab, outside, in the school library.

4. Having enough time to do each exercise to the end and to check if i have done it well. Having 
challenging tasks - not too difficult but not TOO easy. I need to know what i'm learning and 
where I will be able to use it. Being engaged in the lesson - we learn by doing, not listening to 
the teacher. Having a chance to decide what we will do in class.

5. Each lesson is different, the teacher doesn't repeat the same pattern over and over again.

Working in a team/pair.



SUMMARY

NOW

 Sometimes boring

 Long school days – not much sleep

 Almost always in the same rooms

 Many teachers don´t use technology

 Stuff isn´t always clear

 Schools have many school activities

DREAM

 Different ways to learn

 You can ask your teacher in every phrase of 

the lessons

 Use many technologys (tablets, computers, 

kahoot,…)

 Learn outside and try activities out

 Good seating arrangement

 You can control what you want to do as your hom

ework (list with homework)



THE  END 
Thanks for listening Do you have any questions?


